Abstract-Spectrum handoff is a key mechanism for proper and efficient operation of cognitive radios. A handoff occurs when the current operating channel must be freed by secondary users due to the arrival of a primary user. This mechanism is responsible for searching for a new idle licensed channel for secondary use, a task known as channel selection. The order in which the channels are sensed during the handoff has a great impact on performance. This paper proposes a new spectrum handoff scheme that considers the existence of errors in primary user detection to achieve a better channel ordering in terms of spectrum utilization efficiency and primary user interference. Simulation results show that the proposed mechanism outperforms other mechanisms from the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Opportunistic spectrum usage by cognitive radios (CRs) [1] , [2] , [3] requires that these devices continuously select the most appropriate spectrum band to be used. Generally, the channel selection process, also called spectrum decision [3] , improves as more spectrum opportunities are detected as accurately as possible. However, in CRs equipped with only one radio interface, the detection of opportunities through sensing incurs in a waste in the use of the discovered opportunities. Therefore, there is a strong coupling between spectrum sensing and spectrum decision schemes. To this end, several studies propose decision processes associated with sensing schemes that jointly seek to optimize the use of opportunities [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] .
The spectrum decision process is called handoff when the CR decides to switch the operating spectrum band. Spectrum handoff mechanisms are categorized as reactive or proactive. In reactive handoff, a secondary user (SU) searches for another channel only when primary user (PU) activity is detected in its current operating channel. In this case, the SU senses other channels in order to change to a new primary idle channel. Thus, the SU must periodically interrupt its transmission to sense the current operating channel to verify whether a PU has arrived and the channel must be freed or the secondary communication may continue on this same channel.
On the other hand, proactive mechanisms may be used to achieve different objectives. In the case where SUs need as much bandwidth as possible, periodic sensing of the other channels enables CRs to continuously discover new opportunities and thus obtain higher transmission rates by aggregating multiple idle channels [4] . The periodic sensing of the remaining spectrum bands may also allow the SUs to switch channels before the arrival of a PU. This early handoff may be related to multiple factors, such as the discovery of a channel with better conditions or with a higher probability of being idle for a longer timespan. Periodically sensing the remaining channels also enables SUs to order channels according to some criteria in preparation for a future handoff operation. This would allow SUs to optimize their performance in terms of spectrum utilization depending on the criterion used in the channel ordering.
The work in [4] proposes as ordering criterion the idle probability of each channel. In [8] , the authors extend this proposal by taking into account the expected transmission time, proposed in [5] , and the average idle durations of each channel. However, these works do not consider the probability of misdetection of the PU presence. In this paper, we propose a new channel ordering that takes this probability into account. Then, we have developed a simulation framework in order to compare all these proposals under the same conditions. Results show that the proposed criterion achieves a similar performance in terms of opportunity usage efficiency, while causing less interference to PUs. This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses previous work related to spectrum handoff. In Section III, we describe the SU behavior and licensed channel activity models. Section IV presents the spectrum handoff mechanism proposed in this paper. In Section V, we present the simulation environment used in the performance evaluation of the mechanisms, testing scenarios and the simulation results. Finally, we present conclusions and describe future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The work in [4] assumes SUs are equipped with only one radio interface and perform periodic proactive sensing. It proposes the optimization of the sensing period in each channel in order to maximize the discovery of spectrum opportunities and to mitigate the overhead caused by proactive sensing. Moreover, the authors define a channel ordering algorithm that reduces the search latency of a new channel when a handoff occurs. In this algorithm, when a PU is detected, the channel with higher probability of being idle is chosen as the first candidate to be sensed. The work in [8] extends this algorithm combining this idle probability with the average idle time duration and expected transmission time.
In [7] , the authors propose two spectrum decision schemes. The first one selects spectrum bands that offer minimum variation in capacity for use in real-time applications. The second one seeks to maximize the network total capacity for best-effort applications. In addition to the spectrum decision schemes, the paper proposes dynamic resource management in order to coordinate decisions according to the bandwidth fluctuations caused by the arrival of PUs and/or SUs.
The work in [6] compares the performance of three spectrum handoff schemes through an analytical model. In the first scheme, SUs do not initiate handoff when a PU arrives, but only pause their transmission until the PU leaves the channel. The other two schemes are, respectively, proactive and reactive handoff methods. In the proactive scheme, an SU sorts the candidate channels to form an ordered list prior to the arrival of a PU. When a PU arrives, the SU uses the first channel in the list for the handoff. The channel list formation is based exclusively in channel state prediction models, which does not take sensing time into account and is prone to prediction errors. In the reactive scheme, the SU searches for an idle channel only after the arrival of a PU.
In [10] , spectrum handoff is discussed in the scope of simultaneous multiple channel cognitive radio networks and delay sensitive communications, as for example VoIP. The authors propose PU behavior prediction and the use of backup channels in order to minimize handoff latency and mitigate the problems caused by prediction errors, which are unavoidable.
In [11] , proactive and reactive sensing techniques for spectrum handoff are discussed. This work uses Queueing Theory to provide a Preemptive Resume Priority M/G/1 queueing network model of the primary and secondary networks and compare both techniques. The objective is to find out under which conditions each scheme is more appropriate. However, this work does not consider that the parameters of primary user activity must be estimated and that this generally implies in periodic sensing, which has a non-negligible cost. In [12] , the same authors present a new proactive sensing channel selection mechanism with the objective of reducing the total service time of the network. The presented results consist of the comparison of the proposed mechanism with random channel selection.
The work in [13] analyses spectrum handoff in two scenarios. The first one is called opportunistic, in which there is no central entity that coordinates the SUs. The second one is called negotiated, in which there is a central server that manages the spectrum and coordinates SUs. Using Queueing Theory, both mechanisms are compared and the authors conclude that opportunistic handoff is superior in terms of success probability, defined as the probability of finding an idle channel, although it implies in a greater number of handoff operations than in the negotiated mechanism.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model adopted in this paper assumes a licensed band consisting of N channels with bandwidth W . Due to PU activity, each licensed channel has an utilization pattern that can be represented by a continuous time two-state Markov chain. In this model, the ON and OFF states represent, respectively, the periods of activity (busy channel) and inactivity (idle channel) of the PU. The durations of the ON and OFF states, t ON and t OF F , are given by exponentially distributed random variables with rates α and β, respectively.
This ON-OFF licensed channel utilization model is adopted in several other works in the literature [4] , [5] , [14] . Moreover, according to the experimental results presented in [15] , this model is valid in several different scenarios.
The secondary network considered in the model is infrastructured and may be thought of as a "cell", in which a base station (BS) coordinates access of the clients to licensed spectrum opportunities. In this scenario, client devices possess only minimal communication functionality due to hardware restrictions, such as low processing power and limited energy consumption. Therefore, all cognitive functionality is centralized and implemented by the BS, from PU detection to licensed band access opportunities discovery. Thus, the concepts of SU and secondary network are used as synonyms.
SU operation over time is shown in Fig 1. This model assumes that the secondary network makes use of only one channel at a time for its communication. To avoid causing interference to the PUs, the SU must periodically sense its current operating channel, represented by the short gray regions in the figure. During these periods, the BS makes sure all clients remain silent to avoid the influence of SU transmissions on the sensing. Hence, careful choice of sensing intervals in the operating channel plays an important role in the operation of the secondary network, as it represents a compromise between channel utilization efficiency and quick PU detection. Whenever the SU detects the arrival of a PU through sensing, the SU must start a spectrum handoff operation (dark gray regions in the SU timeline in Fig 1) . In this phase, the SU sequentially senses the remaining channels of the licensed spectrum in order to find a new idle channel. The time spent to discover an idle channel is related to the ordering used to sequentially sense these spectrum bands. A good sensing order enables a quick discovery of an idle channel and/or guarantees that this channel will remain idle for an extended period of time. Thus, the overhead caused by the latency and number of handoff operations may be reduced.
In addition to periodic sensing of the current operating channel, our system model assumes that the SU also periodically and proactively senses the remaining channels of the licensed spectrum. The objective of this sensing is to collect information that allows the SU to better determine the channel sensing order it will use during handoff operations.
IV. PROPOSED MECHANISM
The proposed spectrum handoff mechanism is divided in three parts: A) optimal sensing cycle calculation; B) proactive spectrum sensing; and C) sensing sequence determination. Each one of these parts is detailed in the following subsections.
A. Optimal Sensing Cycle Calculation
The sensing cycle determines the interval used by an SU between spectrum sensing operations in order to detect a possible PU arrival. According to the work in [5] , there is an optimal sensing cycle for which maximum transmission time is achieved with limited interference to the PUs. The sensing cycle is given by equation 1. It consists of the sum of sensing time (t s ) and transmission time (t t ). The optimal cycle value depends on factors such as the licensed channel activity model, the probability of false alarm in PU detection, among others.
In the proposed mechanism, the optimal sensing cycle of channel i is calculated according to equations 1 to 3, as in [5] . Equations 2 and 3 provide the sensing and transmission times of channel i, respectively.
where W is the channel bandwidth, γ = σ
w is the signalto-noise ratio (SNR), Q −1 is the inverse gaussian Q function, P F A is the false alarm probability and P OF F and P ON are the probabilities that channel i is idle and busy, respectively.
where
and P I is the maximum interference rate to be caused to PUs.
In order to calculate these values, a channel activity estimator was needed, and it was implemented as in [4] . The estimator assumes that all channels follow an ON-OFF activity pattern with exponentially distributed state durations.
B. Proactive Spectrum Sensing
In addition to periodically sensing the current operating channel, the proposed mechanism relies on the sensing of the N − 1 remaining channels. This enables the SU to estimate each channel's activity model, through which it will be possible to calculate the optimal sensing cycle. Furthermore, it also enables the SU to sample the channels' states to aid in the determination of the handoff sensing sequence, described in the next subsection. Proactive sensing forces the SU to interrupt its transmission in order to perform this task, since it is equipped with only one radio interface. Therefore, proactive sensing incurs in a waste in the use of spectrum opportunities, but it may bring benefits when handoffs need to be performed.
A more frequent proactive spectrum sensing will result in a greater overhead, but also in more accurate information. When the proactive sensing interval is too large, the channel activity parameter estimates become inaccurate, negatively impacting the performance of the handoff mechanism.
C. Handoff Sensing Sequence
The handoff sensing sequence is the order in which the remaining channels will be sensed by the SU when searching for a new idle channel. In order to obtain this sequence, the SU needs to know each channel's activity model and the state in which it was when it was last sensed. All originality of the proposed mechanism lies in this part of the task.
The sensing sequence determined by the proposed mechanism takes into account the channel's probability of being idle (P IDLE ) and the expected transmission and interference times of such channel. The probability P IDLE , computed by equation 6, uses the state transition probabilities P 00 (∆t) and P 10 (∆t) to establish a relation between channel i's state sampled at a given point in time with its probability of being idle at ∆t after the sample has been collected [4] . Equations 4 and 5 show the probability that channel i is idle ∆t after being sampled as idle and busy, respectively.
where d i is the state of channel i in the last collected sample and ∆t is the time elapsed between the collection of this sample and the handoff operation. The expected transmission time (t E ), as defined in [7] and also used in [8] , is the timespan, during an idle period of channel i, from the start of the SU transmission to the need of a handoff operation. This handoff may occur due to either the actual arrival of a PU or a false alarm in its detection. The expected transmission time t E is given by equation 7.
is the average number of sensing cycles in channel i's idle period and
The expected interference time (t I ), defined in this paper, considers the detection error probability in the arrival of a PU. It corresponds to the timespan, during a busy period of channel i, between the arrival of a PU and its correct detection, as shown in equation 8.
where m = 1/α i /t c,i is the average number of sensing cycles in channel i's busy period and
The channel ordering criterion proposed in this paper combines the channel's probability of being idle (P IDLE ) and expected transmission time (t E ) with the expected interference time (t I ), as shown in equation 9. The objective is to sort channels by greater P IDLE and t E , and lower t I , simultaneously.
V. SIMULATION AND NUMERIC RESULTS
For the performance evaluation presented in this paper, the proposed mechanism, among with three other existing handoff schemes from the literature, were implemented in a discrete event simulator. The common part of the simulator implements the channel activity models, optimal sensing cycle calculation and periodic proactive sensing of channels. The specific part to each mechanism involves the spectrum sensing sequence ordering which is used by the SU when a handoff occurs. 
proposed
The difference between the evaluated mechanisms is the criteria used for the channel ordering. Table I shows all of the implemented handoff mechanisms with their respective ordering criteria and citation.
For the scheme named duan, the authors derive the T d (t, i) function which provides the expected value of the amount of time t that channel i will remain idle [8] . This function is used as one of the terms in the channel ordering criterion with the expected transmission time t E as its input parameter. Each simulation round lasted for 100000s and 50 rounds were run for each parameter set. There were 15 licensed channels and only one SU (or secondary network). The simulation parameters are described in Table II. The performance metrics used in the evaluation are successful spectrum utilization and PU interference fraction. These metrics correspond to the fractions of time in which the SU uses the licensed spectrum with and without causing interference to the PUs, respectively. All presented results correspond to the average of the 50 simulation rounds and the error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
Figs 2 and 3 present the results of successful spectrum utilization and PU interference fraction over the variation of In both scenarios, t sw was set to 0.15s.
The results show that in both scenarios and for all scanning intervals, the performance of the proposed mechanism is very close to all other mechanisms except for lee. This happens because all sensing intervals used have enabled these schemes, which are based on previous channel states, to gather enough updated information, having an advantage over it.
Still regarding these results, it is important to notice that the proposed handoff scheme performs considerably better in terms of interference fraction when compared to the remaining schemes. The better performance is explained by the fact that it is the only mechanism to consider the expected interference time (t I ) in the handoff channel ordering. This demonstrates the importance of this parameter in scenarios where the probability of misdetection (P M D ) is not negligible.
Figs 4 and 5 present the results of the evaluated schemes over the variation of the channel switching delay (t sw ). It can be noticed that the proposed handoff scheme has the lowest interference fraction for all switching delay values. This occurs because it considers the expected interference time (t I ) in the channel ordering. In addition, one can see that a greater t sw causes smaller successful utilization and interference fraction in all mechanisms. The main reason for this is the increase of the channel switching overhead, which becomes highly significant in comparison to the remaining SU transmission time, either with success or causing interference. It is worth mentioning that, in addition to the channel switching performed during handoff, the periodic scanning of the N − 1 remaining channels also incurs in channel switching, adding to the already greater overhead. Fig 6 shows the influence of the probability of misdetection (P M D ) on spectrum utilization and interference fraction. As expected, as this parameter increases, the interference caused on PUs is greater (Fig 6(b) ). However, as the proposed mechanism takes this factor into account on its channel sensing ordering, it provides the lowest interference fraction when compared to the other mechanisms. Regarding successful spectrum utilization, an increase in P M D has a greater impact on the lee scheme since this mechanism favors channels with higher expected transmission times, which in consequence may suffer interference for longer durations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Spectrum handoff is an important mechanism in the performance of cognitive radios. It not only determines when the SU should switch its operating channel, but towards which channel the switch should be made. Mechanisms that perform proactive spectrum sensing are able to maintain an ordered list of channels according to the preference of handoff. In such a way, when a SU must free a licensed channel due to the arrival of a PU, this list may be used in order to more efficiently decide which channel to use from that point on.
This paper proposes a new criterion for channel ordering that takes the expected interference to be caused on primary users into account. This proposed mechanism was compared against other mechanisms found in the literature, and the results demonstrate its ability to ensure good spectrum utilization while keeping interference at a limited level, even in scenarios with high primary user misdetection probability (P M D ).
As future work, new channel ordering criteria can be elaborated. Furthermore, channel activity prediction schemes could be used to assist handoff mechanisms. 
